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GUIDE PRICE £550,000 - £600,000

Stretching out over the second and third floors of a distinguished property on a wide tree-lined road, this outstanding home with private
allocated parking, effortlessly blends elegant Victorian features with tastefully chosen contemporary finishing touches to create a great
example of modern life in a period property.

Beautifully presented from top to toe, crisp white walls enhance the enviable amount of natural light that filters in through sash
windows, while feature grey accents add a classic feel. Richly toned with a superb sheen, first class wood floors flow from the wide
hallway into a marvellous living/dining room where a black marble fireplace is refined focal point. Intricate architraves wrap-around the
ceiling adding to sense of height and space, and a duo of arched sash windows lends ample charm. Excellently appointed with a first
class array of integrated appliances, the exemplary Shaker-style kitchen has an enviable amount of storage and workspace. Sleek black
countertops incorporate a matching sink that perfectly picks out the hallway's eye-catching spring radiator, demonstrating a great
attention to detail and a cohesive feel.

Behind a solid wood door with a feature porthole window, the family shower room echoes the sense of style that flows throughout with
its encaustic patterned floor, metro tiles and contemporary wall-hung suite. A glass framed shower adds a touch of luxury with recessed
alcove shelving, while its rosehead is sympathetically chosen.

Upstairs, two notably large double bedrooms with far-reaching views across the city sit beneath high sloping ceilings. Offering a calm
and restful air, both benefit from fitted wardrobes and whilst the principal bedroom has a large skylight that allows you to stargaze
from the comfort of your own bed, the second bedroom has ample versatility as a TV room or home office if needed.
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